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HIROSHIMA CITY 広島市 

Welcome to Hiroshima City: a sprawling city of just over 1 million people full of history and culture. On 

August 6th, 1945, Hiroshima became known throughout the world as being the place where the first 

atomic bomb was dropped. Since then, the city has rebuilt and flourished, making a new history for 

itself, thinking about the future, and sharing its desire for peace. Though not huge, Hiroshima is a proud, 

lively city full of must-see spots, fun activities, and great food! This guide shares a number of great 

places for you to spend your free days in Hiroshima. So, first let’s talk about getting around town. 

 

Transportation 
 

Train 

Hiroshima Station (広島駅) is easily accessible to all parts of the prefecture. As the central 

transportation hub for the prefecture, all roads lead here. The most popular line is the Sanyo line, which 

heads east to west, connecting most of the cities along the coast. It also heads to neighboring 

Yamaguchi and Okayama Prefectures, and beyond. The Kure Line heads south towards Kure 

(naturally). The Kabe Line heads through Yokogawa Station and then continues north to the northern 

wards of Hiroshima City. Finally, the lesser-used Geibi Line heads north through Asakita Ward before 

continuing into the countryside towards Miyoshi. Hiroshima Station is also home to the Shinkansen! 

With very limited stops within the prefecture, it’s more useful if you’re heading somewhere further away 

like Fukuoka (70min/￥9,000), Osaka (95min/￥10,400), or Tokyo (4hours, ￥19,000). 

 

Bus 

The Hiroshima Bus Center (広島バスセンター) is located on the third floor of the SOGO Department 

Store, at the large intersection not too far from Hondori. The nearest streetcar stop is Kamiyamachi-

nishi (紙屋町西). From here you can access just about anywhere in Hiroshima Ｃity, most cities in the 

prefecture, and several major cities outside of Hiroshima. It’s a useful and cheap way to access 

Fukuoka and Osaka. Tokyo can be accessed by overnight bus. Please see the Public Transportation 

section of the prefecture “Don’t Panic!” guidebook for more information. 

 

Streetcar 

A very convenient way to get around Hiroshima City! The most common route is from Hiroshima Station 

towards the Peace Park, frequently used by tourists and commuters alike. It’s cheap and punctual. 

Please see the Public Transportation section of the prefecture guidebook for more information.  

 

Bicycles 

If you park your bike in Hiroshima City, there are many municipal and private parking ramps downtown 

and near major travel hubs. Beware of no parking signs/maps downtown and near the main train 
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stations. In these areas, parking outside of the ramps carries a risk: the bike police often work during 

the daytime on weekdays and Saturdays and if you leave your bike parked in restricted zones for too 

long, they will tow them.   

If it is towed, there will be a white sticker on the ground near where the bicycle was taken from, and will 

have the date of impound written on it. You must know the date and what area of the city it was taken 

from in order to retrieve your bicycle, as well as be able to recognize it. The impound lot is a little hard 

to find, and it costs more than ¥2,100 to retrieve a bicycle.  

Helpful information in English from Hiroshima City’s website, including maps, fees, and the addresses 

and phone number of the impound lot: 

http://www.city.hiroshima.lg.jp/www/contents/1322805440183/index.html 

 

 

 

Sightseeing in Hiroshima 

 
The Peace Park, A-Bomb Dome, and Hiroshima Peace Memorial Museum 

Hiroshima Peace Memorial Park was once the city’s busiest downtown commercial and residential 

district. The park was built on an open field that was created by the explosion. Today there are a 

number of memorials and monuments, museums, and lecture halls, which draw over a million visitors 

annually. The annual Peace Memorial Ceremony is held in the park the week of August 6th, the 

anniversary of the bombing.  The park also has an information centre and free wireless Internet. 

As one of the few remaining buildings left standing after the blast of the atomic bomb, the Genbaku 

Dome (or Atomic Bomb Dome) is a registered World Heritage Site, and stands as a reminder to the 

world to seek peace and the complete abolition of nuclear weapons. 

A somber, emotional experience, the Peace Memorial Museum is an essential visit for anyone living in 

Hiroshima. Please give yourself at least two to three hours to properly take in all that the museum has 

to offer. Entrance is only ¥200 for adults, ¥100 for high school students and free for junior high students 

and younger. English language audio guides are available at the rental counter for ¥200.  

Hours of operation:* 

8:30 - 18:00 (March – July) 

8:30 - 19:00 (Aug) 

8:30 - 18:00 (Sept – Nov) 

8:30 - 17:00( Dec – Feb ) 

* The East Building is newly renovated and that the Main Building is closed for renovations from April 

26, 2017 until completion (which is expected to be July 2018). 

For more information, please visit the official website http://hpmmuseum.jp/?lang=eng. 

http://www.city.hiroshima.lg.jp/www/contents/1322805440183/index.html
http://hpmmuseum.jp/?lang=eng
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All residents of Hiroshima Prefecture have free access to an extensive English library in the 

International Library Lounge located on the first floor of the International Conference Centre in the 

Peace Park. Other foreign language titles are available, as well. Registration is free with proof of 

residence. Free Wi-Fi and weekly Japanese classes are offered here as well. Please check in person 

for the most current information.  

 

Hiroshima Castle 

This reconstructed castle houses a museum of pre-war history and samurai lore. It offers bilingual 

information about the history of Hiroshima. The castle is a 10-minute walk from Kamiyacho tram stop or 

a 15-minute walk from the Peace Park. The sakura trees lining the border of the castle make an 

outstanding place for cherry blossom picnics (hanami parties) in spring. Hours of operation: 9:00 to 

18:00 (until 17:00 on weekdays from Dec to Feb). Admission ¥370. 

 

Miyajima 

Along with the Genbaku Dome, Miyajima is Hiroshima’s other UNESCO World Heritage Site. This 

island is one of the most famous places in the prefecture to visit and arguably the most beautiful. 

Spectacular at all times of the year, Miyajima is a must-visit place in Hiroshima Prefecture, and can be 

easily accessed from Hiroshima City.  

Things to see on the island include the brilliant vermillion Itsukushima Shrine; the giant and majestic 

torii gate (which appears to be floating on the water when the tide is high); Mt. Misen (the peak of which 

offers beautiful views of the Seto Inland Sea and can be reached by either hiking or a combination of 

cable car and hiking); a decent aquarium, and of course the many semi-friendly deer roaming around. 

There is also a famous shopping street which is among the best places in Hiroshima to go souvenir 

shopping. There are an abundance of festivals on the island throughout the year, such as the fireworks 

festival (August), the oyster festival (February), and a music festival in summer. Don’t be surprised if 

you end up here more than a few times during your stay in Hiroshima. The generally-preferred ferry 

terminal is Miyajimaguchi (宮島口), which is a 25-minute train ride from Hiroshima Station on the JR 

Sanyo Line (￥400, or ￥570 with a combination ticket for the ferry). Alternatively, you can take the 

street car, line #2 (¥270, 70 minutes) from Hiroshima Station. 

 

The Prefectural Art Museum and Shukkeien Garden 

This beautiful Japanese garden and museum are situated in the middle of the city. There’s an excellent 

permanent collection of Japanese paintings and traditional folding partitions. Take a streetcar bound for 

Hakushima and get off at Shukkeien Mae. ¥510 Museum admission, ¥260 Garden admission. 
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Museum Hours of Operation: 

 

9:00-17:00 

(Open until 19:00 on Friday 10/31/2016-3/31/2017). 

(Open until 20:00 on Friday 4/1/2017-10/22/2017). 

(Admission up to 30 minutes before closing time) 

Closed Mondays, December 25-January 1 

※Except for national holidays or substitute national holidays that fall on a Monday, or during special 

exhibitions 

 

Garden Hours of Operation: 

9:00 - 18:00 (4/1 – 9/30) 

9:00 - 17:00 (10/1 – 3/31) 

*During the hanami (cherry blossom) and momiji (fall color) seasons, the garden has special hours for 

night viewing of the trees as well as some special events. During the spring and fall, be sure to check 

local tourist information sites for the up-to-date hours.  Homepage (Japanese): http://shukkeien.jp/ 

 

Hiroshima Museum of Art 

This museum is stocked with the European heavy weights, including works by impressionists such as 

Monet, Renoir, and Degas, among others. You’ll find this gallery hidden behind the Rhiga Royal Hotel, 

which is next to SOGO Department Store. Hours of operation: 9:00 – 17:00. Admission: ¥1,000. 

 

Museum of Contemporary Art and Hijiyama Park 

If you're at all a fan of modern art, this beautiful building and its grounds are well worth the trip. Take 

the line 5 streetcar to Hijiyama-shita Station. There's also a Manga Library near the museum. Hours of 

operation: 10:00 – 17:00. Admission: ¥370. 

 

Mitaki Temple 

Beautiful and with a lovely atmosphere at any time of the year, Mitaki Temple is particularly stunning in 

autumn when the leaves turn. Located a 20-minute walk up the hill from Mitaki Station, which is just 

three stops (about 11 minutes) from Hiroshima Station. From inside of the temple grounds, you can 

access hiking trails that boast beautiful views of Hiroshima City. The A-course is about a one-hour hike 

that loops back to the temple and is highly recommended for the views. 
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Fukuromachi Elementary School Peace Museum 

The school is one of the famous ruins of the atomic bomb. It also served as a major hub for survivors, 

children, educators, and those searching for missing loved ones in the aftermath of the bomb. 

Children’s drawings, artifacts, pictures, letters, and wall markings offer a more intimate experience than 

the Peace Memorial Park and Museum. Located a few minutes away from the Peace Park. Address: 〒

730-0036 6-36 Fukuro-machi, Naka-ku, Hiroshima City. Hours: 9:00-17:00. 

 

Former Bank of Japan 

The Former Bank of Japan is an imposing building that was another of the few structures to withstand 

the atomic blast, which is especially impressive given how close it was to the epicenter. It is now an 

open public space with no entry fee. There are regular local art exhibits here, but perhaps even more 

fascinating is the structure itself. You’re free to wander around almost the entire building, including the 

massive vaults in the basement. It’s often overlooked among the many other things to see and do in the 

city, but it’s worth spending an hour there if you’re looking to escape the more heavily-visited tourist 

spots. Address: 5-21 Fukuro-machi, Naka-ku, Hiroshima-shi. Located on Rijo-dori, opposite 

Fukuromachi streetcar stop. 

 

Mazda Museum Tour 

Headquartered in Hiroshima and responsible for a large amount of Hiroshima’s GDP, Mazda also 

maintains a museum within the confines of its corporate campus. Free tours are offered in both 

Japanese and English, where you can see a portion of the assembly line, as well as prototypes of cars 

they are working on for the future! Reservations are required and are accepted up to one year in 

advance. E-mail : mazdamuseum@mail.mazda.co.jp or by phone : 082-252-5050. For more 

information please see http://www.mazda.com/mazdaspirit/museum 

 

Hiroshima City Botanical Gardens 

A garden five times bigger than the inside of the Mazda Zoom-Zoom stadium! Take the Hiroden Bus 

bound for Yakushigaoka Danchi from Hiroshima Bus Center on SOGO Department Store’s 3rd floor 

(40min). Hours: 9:00-16:30. Closed Fridays, Closed Dec. 29 – Jan. 3. Entrance fee: ¥500. Check local 

tourist sites for special hours and events.  

 

Asa Zoo 

The Asa Zoo is home to around 160 species of land animals from Asia, Africa and Europe. In total, 

1,500 land animals are part of its collection as well as some 5,000 fish. If you’re lucky, you may be able 

to witness a battle of the monkeys on Monkey Mountain. They’re pretty violent and it gets scary. You 

can also feed the giraffes. From JR Hiroshima Station: Take the Asahigaoka Bus to the park. (60 

mailto:mazdamuseum@mail.mazda.co.jp
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minutes) The bus crosses the Astram Line at Kamiyasu Station. Tickets: Adults ¥500; Senior 

Citizens/High School Students (or Under 18) ￥170; Junior High School Students and Younger free. 

International Students can get in for free with their student ID. Telephone: 082-838-1111. Hours: 9:00-

16:30 Closed: Thursdays, Dec. 29-31 * If a national holiday or August 6 falls on a Thursday, the Zoo 

will open. 

 

Shopping 
 

The main shopping street is called Hondori. It is an “arcade,” or a large covered street, with the Parco 

Department Store at one end being a central and common meeting point. There are many stores that 

have been left off this list, so your best bet is to simply explore. Many of the smaller streets off Hondori 

house boutiques and alternative stores that are well worth a look. 

 

SHOPPING MALLS 

 

Alpark  A big shopping mall just west of the city including a movie theatre and sports store. 

Take the JR Sanyo Line to Shin-Inokuchi Station, or the Hiroden Streetcar Miyajima 

Line to Shoko Center Iriguchi. Also known as アルパーク。 

Soleil AEON This is a huge mall in the Fuchu area east of Hiroshima Station that includes a great 

movie theater, import food shop, Uniqlo, Jusco, Forever 21, and dozens of other 

stores. Located near Tenjin Gawa Station on the Sanyo Line, one stop east of 

Hiroshima Station.   Also accessible by a free shuttle bus that runs from the 

shinkansen side of Hiroshima Station.   Also known as ソレイユ (Soreiyu)。 

Gion AEON Huge mall with a number of stores. Grocery, department, and an import store can be 

found here. Take the Kabe Line north to Shimo-Gion Station and walk a short 

distance (mostly north and a tad east). 

Don Quixote A huge discount chain store that can be found throughout Japan. These stores 

literally stock everything. Canadians take note: ketchup chips are sometimes available 

here. Also a great place for all of your Halloween costume needs! There are three 

locations: downtown near PARCO,  in Ujina in Minami Ward, and in Gion in 

Asaminami Ward.  

Fuji Grand This department store/shopping mall chain includes a great grocery store and import 

food store, as well as a variety of shops on the upper floors. Located downtown off of 

Heiwa Dori. 2-1 Takaramachi, Naka Ward, Hiroshima. Or JR Midorii Station at 

Asaminami Ward, Midorii, 1 Chome−５−２: take the Kabe Line north to JR Midorii. 
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The Midorii Branch also has a large movie theatre. There’s also a smaller one located 

about 3-minute’s walk from Ajina Station on Sanyo Line (in Hatsukaichi). 

Fukuya  Located across from Hiroshima Station and connected by an underground passage. 

The 11-floor building is home to the Fukuya Department Store and many other 

smaller shops. One of the largest bookstores with possibly the largest selection of 

English books and English teaching materials in Hiroshima Prefecture is on the 10th 

floor. The free panoramic view from the roof is one of the best places to view 

Hiroshima City. Please check it out!  

Fukuya   The older and smaller Fukuya Department Store is located downtown in Hatchobori 

and carries many luxury brands. It sometimes hosts art exhibits (in 2013 a pretty 

sweet Beatles exhibition was held, including original instruments owned by Paul 

McCartney and John Lennon). 

Marina Hop Marina Hop is Hiroshima's large, stylish outlet mall. Its design--using pastel colors and 

1950s art deco curves--is a good fit with the fascination many Japanese people have 

with American culture. There are a variety of fashion, lifestyle, sports and other trendy 

outlet stores to pick from, as well as a wonderful J-café with a spacious outdoor 

terrace and sea view. Take the #3 Hiroden Bus from anywhere downtown, bound for 

Kannon Marina Hop （観音マリーナホップ）, and ride it to the last stop. 

PARCO A department store made up of 2 buildings at the eastern end of Hondori. Tower 

Records is on the top floor, as is Club Quattro, a gig space. There’s also MUJI, a 

popular home store, and GAP clothing. The Starbucks opposite Parco is a popular 

meeting place. 

Shareo Underground mall beneath the crossing outside SOGO Department Store. Main 

attractions are Starbucks and Jupiter, an import food shop, but it’s mostly used as a 

convenient walking hub for commuters. 

SOGO Huge department store opposite the prefectural offices (Kencho). The bus centre is 

located on the third floor. The SOGO Beer Garden is on the roof, but is only 

accessible by one set of elevators on the south end of the building. The Hiroshima 

Pokemon Center and a good selection of English books at Kinokuniya and can be 

found on the 6th floor. A large selection of food--including bagels--can be found on 

level B2. Loft--a popular “everything shop”--is located on the 8th floor of the new 

SOGO building, connecting on the first and sixth floor, just North of the main building. 

Pacela Shopping Centre is also next door and has some good restaurants, a number 

of exhibits, and a little sky terrace.  

Sunmall An interesting little shopping centre on Hondori just south of SOGO. Shops included 

are: Uniqlo (a new-style Japanese firm making affordable casual clothes, some of 

which are work-appropriate), Daiso, and a CD store with perhaps the cheapest 

imported CDs in the city. Daiso is a chain of Japanese dollar stores where you can 

find almost anything you need at relatively high quality. There are also several 
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second-hand clothing shops above it, as well as some Gothic / Lolita places and 

several anime merchandise stores. The top floor has a really nice souvenir shop 

perfect for Christmas presents! Highly recommended. 

Tokyu Hands The self-proclaimed "creative life store" has everything you need for daily living except 

groceries. Tokyu Hands is best described as a department store for the under 30 

crowd. It has everything from pots and pans to games and costumes, including a tasty 

but slightly pricy café on the 2nd floor and a small movie theater on the top floor. 

Loft Very similar to Tokyu Hands, and always crowded and popular. This store is spread 

out on one massive floor on the 8th floor of the AQA building of SOGO and has all the 

trinkets, gadgets, and cutesy things you could ever ask for (stationary, calendars, hats, 

slippers, pillows, backpacks, Christmas cards, etc.). There’s also a small shop at the 

YouMe Town in Hatsukaichi. Worth a visit at least once. 

Mitsukoshi Known as the store for “grownups,” Mitsukoshi caters to the more refined (and often 

more expensive) tastes of its more mature shoppers. If you are looking to impress 

coworkers after a conference trip, the basement food stalls are a great place to pick 

up omiyage for the office. There’s also a baking shop there where you can get things 

that are hard to find other places. Try the famous Cha-no-Wa matcha green tea butter 

cakes. Located just across the street from the Ebisucho streetcar stop or at the shop 

between the Hondori bus stop and Hondori Station.  

Youme Town A big department store chain including a huge grocery store on the 1st floor, 

Starbucks, bike shop, electronics and home appliances. A variety of small stores are 

on the 2nd floor. Take Hiroden number 5 streetcar and get off at the Minamimachi 

Rokuchome stop （南町６丁目）. Open every day from 9:00-24:00. There are also 

smalled grocery store-based versions located around town that may include a clothes 

shop or two. 

 

ELECTRONICS 

 

Edion  A huge electronics shop across the main road from SOGO Department Store. You 

can also access it via Shareo underground shopping mall. As of 2017 a new branch 

opened just next to Hiroshima station, as well. You can find any and all new 

electronics that you need immediately as you may find amazon Japan to be a cheaper 

option.  

LABI  Also known as Yamada Denki and located at the major crossroads of the Hatchobori 

streetcar stop, this electronics store is hard to miss.. Several floors of computers, 

television sets, etc. The building also includes UNIQLO clothing store.  
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Book Off If you’re looking for cheap used electronics, try Book Off! They have a number of 

lightly used electronics in excellent condition. As the name may suggest, you can also 

find a huge selection of used books, movies, music, games, and anime/manga toys 

and figurines. A great place for a hobbyist on a budget. The main store is just South of 

the Astram Hondori station and also has a used clothing/shoes/accessories shop in 

the basement. 

Circle One If cheap home electronics and appliances are what you need, try Circle One. At Circle 

One there is a large selection of used electronics from refrigerators to window A/C 

units. They also offer an affordable delivery or rent-a-truck service so you don’t have 

to worry about lugging everything home. On the other floors you can find affordable 

used household furniture. Circle One has a location in the north, reached by taking 

the Kabe Line to JR Shichikenjaya Station.  There is another one near Alpark in Shin-

Inokuchi, reached by taking the JR Sanyo Line to Shin-Inokuchi Station or the Hiroden 

Streetcar Miyajima Line to Shoko Center Iriguchi Station and walking a little way past 

Alpark. 

 

ENGLISH BOOKSTORES 

 

Fukuya The department store opposite Hiroshima Station has the best selection of books and 

Japanese language materials in the city on the 10th floor. English magazines are 

available. Japanese-English language exchange free meet and chats available on the 

11th floor every other Sunday! Check www.meetup.com/HAJELE  

Maruzen Located on the 7th floor of the LABI (Yamada Denki) electronics store downtown, 

Maruzen has one of the best selections of English books and Japanese Language 

materials available in the prefecture (turn right immediately after exiting the elevator to 

find the English-language section). 

Kinokuniya On the 6th floor of SOGO Department Store, this has a smaller but slightly different 

selection. 

Futaba A bookstore chain. One store is located on the west end of Hondori, near the Peace 

Park. It has a small English section and some Japanese study resources. 

The Book Nook A used bookstore, can be found in this good hang-out place that holds free movie 

nights every 2nd and 4th Saturday from 7:30pm. This is where the “Outsider” 

magazine is produced. Located on the 2nd floor of the Nakano Building, 1-5-17 

Kamiya Nakaku (near Kokusai Hotel). Hours: Weekdays 10:00-21:00, Saturdays 

10:00-18:00, Sundays 13:00-18:00. 
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Book Off A cheap used bookstore located just South of Hondori Station on the Astram Line. 

You can find a huge selection of discount books as well as movies, CDs, video games, 

and some electronics and clothing. 

 

SPORTING GOODS 

 

Sports Located in Soleil AEON Mall (see information under Shopping Malls). 

Authority  Other locations are downtown in Ujina, in the Gion AEON Mall by JR Shimogion 

Station, and by Bairin Station, accessible by the JR Kabe Line. 

Super Sports Located at Alpark (see information under Shopping Malls). 

Xebio Camping equipment also available here! 

Montbell Great store selling equipment/gear for outdoor activities including hiking, camping, 

cycling, skiing, snowboarding, fishing, kayaking, and traveling. Located in the 

Hiroshima Train Vert Building on the 1st and 2nd floor and accessible from the 

underground mall Shareo (1-2-22, Naka-ku, Hiroshima-shi). Hours: 10:00 – 20:00. 

Tel: 81-82-504-6921  

Book Off (Yagi)  Like many of the other Book Offs in town, this store carries second hand goods. 

However, this particular store specializes in sporting equipment. They are known for 

having a wide selection of winter sports (snowboards, skis, coats, boots) in particular. 

Take the Kabe Line to Bairin Station （梅林） and it is a five-minute walk from the 

station.  

 

FURNITURE 

 

Nitori An affordable furniture store that sells all your household needs. From bed and bath 

to office, you can find a number of things to brighten up your home. Need a kotatsu 

for the winter? A comfy pillow for the summer? Try Nitori. There are a number of 

locations throughout the city including in Naka-ku, Ujina, Midorii, and Inokuchi. They 

also have a useful online store. https://www.nitori-net.jp/store/ja/ec/ 

Circle One Circle One is a used furniture and household electronics store. Here you can find 

some reasonably priced furniture. They also offer an affordable delivery or rent-a-

truck service so you don’t have to worry about lugging everything back to your 

apartment. Circle One has a location in the north, reached by taking the Kabe Line to 

JR Shichikenjaya Station.  There is another one near Alpark in Shin-Inokuchi, reached 

by taking the JR Sanyo Line to Shin-Inokuchi Station or the Hiroden Streetcar 

Miyajima Line to Shoko Center Iriguchi Station and walking a little way past Alpark. 

https://www.nitori-net.jp/store/ja/ec/
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Get Hiroshima If you still haven’t found what you wanted for the right price, you may also 

Website try the local web-zine Get Hiroshima. The classifieds on the site provide a goldmine of 

cheap and free furniture that departing expats are dying to give away. You will usually 

be responsible for transporting the furniture yourself, so be prepared. Make sure to 

check the site occasionally for good deals. But be careful not to become a hoarder as 

you’ll have to get rid of it all when you leave. 

 

 

HOME STORES 

 

Conan An affordable home store. If you can’t find what you need at Daiso (the ¥100 store 

with everything), then try here. They have supplies for indoor and outdoor renovation. 

If you want to start a small spice garden or need some hooks or shelves, Conan is a 

good bet. They also sell affordable tough rain suits for if you’re stuck biking to work 

through typhoons. There are stores located throughout the city in locations like Ujina 

and Gion, as well as in Hatsukaichi. 

Juntendo Another home improvement store. A little pricier than Conan, but still has a good 

selection. If you haven’t found what you need at Daiso or Conan, it can be a nice last 

resort. 

 

Imported Food Shopping 
 

It may not be long before you are wishing for a taste of home. Some things are hard to find, but most 

are possible. Here are the best places to find what you can’t seem to live without. 

 

NAME DESCRIPTION 

Anderson 

Kitchen 

 

 

Occupying an old, renovated bank building in the 

Hondori covered shopping arcade, this popular 

place not far from Peace Memorial Park has a 

gourmet food department on its ground floor 

offering baked goods, wine, and imported 

delicacies, while the second floor has a cafeteria 

specializing in different types of food. 

Bagel   

& Bagel 
Bagel shop located in the 2

nd
 basement of SOGO 

Department Store, on the 5
th
 floor of Hiroshima 

Station, and in the basement of Hiroshima Station 

(JR side) next to Kaldi Coffee Farm (import store). 
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Costco Next to Mazda Zoom-Zoom stadium on the 

opposite side of the main gate. This store has tons 

of foreign food in bulk. It’s a great place to find 

good American cereal and snacks. A membership 

is required to enter the store, but the food court is 

free to anyone. Sometimes you find a free one-day 

pass in local newspapers. 

Don Quixote A huge discount chain store that also imports 

foreign foods and liquor. There are three main 

stores. One in Gion, one by PARCO on Hondori, 

and another located in Ujina. 

 

 

Jupiter This is a popular, though expensive, import food 

shop where you can get American and European 

cereal and other hard-to-find ingredients. Jupiter is 

located in Shareo, the underground shopping mall 

near SOGO Department Store. It is in the 

Kamiyacho-Nishi wing, towards the Peace Park. 

Kaldi 

Coffee 

Farm 

This is a popular and slightly expensive import food 

shop where you can get a variety of spices, 

condiments, goodies and alcohol from around the 

world. It’s similar to Jupiter, yet offers different 

selections. Kaldi is located at Fuji Grand, at YouMe 

Town, and Soleil AEON Mall. 

Pro Foods This store in Nishihara, about a 10-minute walk 

from Gionshimbashi-kita Astram Station, is well 

worth the hassle of getting there. It has a great 

selection of specialty baking products, like 

meringue powder, that you can’t find anywhere else 

in Japan.  

Pro Mart Pro Mart is a cross between Pro Foods and a 

normal supermarket. You can buy bulk import and 

domestic foods.  At Hatchobori main crossing, 

follow Hakushima streetcar line. It’s before the 

Prefectural Art Museum/Shukkeien Gardens. 
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Yamaya This very affordable place mainly sells imported 

liquor, but also has a good selection of snacks and 

imported food for cheap. There’s one downtown 

close to Hatchobori; another one near the castle, 

and a third one about 10 minute walk east of Soleil 

AEON Mall. You may also find tinier versions here 

and there throughout town. 

 

Restaurants 
 

Before you get your heart set on eating at one of the places mentioned below, find out if it still exists. 

Hiroshima's restaurants are notorious for disappearing overnight and resurfacing as something 

completely different. Beyond the ones listed here there are countless great restaurants to be found, 

including many that are English-friendly. Your best bet is to pick up an English guide/map–we 

recommend Get Hiroshima (now also in magazine form!) but it’s not the only good one–and try some 

places out. 

Most middle-of-the-road restaurants run nomihodai (all-you-can-drink) and tabehodai (all-you-can-eat) 

specials for larger groups and sometimes even for two people. They are usually well-priced and 

especially good value if you take full advantage. Also, during summer months, many department stores 

and restaurants open rooftop beer gardens, which offer all-you-can-eat/-drink buffets and beer for 

around ¥3,000 for several hours. If you want to put your kanji practice to good use, check out sites like 

Tabelog, Gurunavi and Hot Pepper to find some great coupons and money-saving options. 

 

Tabelog  http://tabelog.com 

Gurunavi  http://www.gnavi.co.jp 

Hot Pepper http://www.hotpepper.jp 

 

JAPANESE FOOD 

 

Micchan みっちゃん is perhaps the most famous okonomiyaki place in Hiroshima City. 

There are several locations scattered about, but the original (and the one with the 

longest line) is located a few streets behind Tokyu Hands (Nearest streetcar stop: 

Hatchobori). Worth the long wait! http://www.okonomi.co.jp/ 082-221-5438  

 

http://tabelog.com/
http://tabelog.com/
http://www.gnavi.co.jp/
http://www.gnavi.co.jp/
http://www.hotpepper.jp/
http://www.okonomi.co.jp/
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Toshinoya としのや is another fantastic and highly recommended okonomiyaki restaurant. This 

place is known for its Fuchu-style okonomiyaki, which is blow-torched to be crispier 

than normal, and includes minced pork instead of pork strips. Delicious! Also serves 

super cold Asahi beer! A five-minute walk east of the Peace Park in the Dobashi 

neighborhood. http://www.toshinoya.com/ 082-231-1048 

 

Ippudo 一風堂 is one of the best places in the city for ramen! This restaurant originated in 

Fukuoka (the city of delicious ramen), and thus serves it to utter perfection. You 

won’t be disappointed. Just off of Hondori on a perpendicular street. ippudo.com  

082-504-3536 

 

Sumino-ya 炭乃家 is a cheap and delicious place for yaki-niku! For around 3,000 yen you can 

get a great tabenomihodai (all-you-can-eat/-drink) set. The bibimbap is especially 

delicious and highly recommended! Has a nice atmosphere. Located just south of 

Hondori (two side streets) on the third floor of the Temahimaya izakaya building. 

082-247-2990 

 

Hanbey 半兵ヱ is a fantastic izakaya with incredibly cheap prices (beers for less than 300 

yen). There is an English menu and an assortment of things to try (including frog)! 

But perhaps the best part of this little place is the old-time atmosphere. Check it out! 

It’s generally busy. Just around the corner from Starbucks near PARCO on a small 

side street. http://www.hanbey.com/ 082-545-4411 

 

Handaya 食堂半田屋 is very cheap, very fast, and very convenient. It’s a cafeteria where you 

grab what you like and put it on your tray. Don’t go out of your way to come here if 

you’re looking for something delicious, but very good if you want to save money or 

are in a hurry! Ramen for less than 300 yen. Walking along Hondori, turn north from 

Tully’s Coffee Shop and walk for a minute. On your left. Green sign. 082-545-6622   

 

AMERICAN / BRITISH / IRISH / MEXICAN / MEDITERRANEAN  

 

Cusco Cafe South American food with excellent lunch sets located near the YMCA not far from 

Hatchobori. 

http://www.toshinoya.com/
http://maps.google.co.jp/local_url?dq=ippudo&q=http://www.ippudo.com/&oi=miw&sa=X&ct=miw_link&cd=1&cad=homepage,cid:8119568470690559796&ei=cAyQU4DkFMuc8wW9tICIAg&s=ANYYN7nCrWFIXEmsnh8rKEZs0ml0FMDL5Q
http://www.hanbey.com/
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Graffity Great Mexican food restaurant is known for its selection of burritos and homemade 

salsa, guacamole, and jalapeño peppers! Located on the 4th floor of the Exa Building, 

just off of Hondori. 

Kemby’s Besides being a popular hangout with bar and pool table, Kemby’s menu consists of 

Italian influenced dishes which include salads, pasta, risotto, pizza, meats and fish. 

Hamburgers can be found here, too! 

Molly Malone’s Authentic Irish food, as well as good bar snacks typical in the UK and US. Good place 

to catch rugby, football, and other sporting matches. Located on Chuo Dori. 

Otis Café Bar/restaurant located opposite Aster Plaza, directly south from the Peace Park. 

Specializing in Tex Mex food. Small portions, but a nice cozy atmosphere. 

 

For more dining options, ask other JETs or co-workers, or be adventurous! 

 

Bars 
 

Nagarekawa is where you’ll find most of Hiroshima’s nightlife; a large ‘entertainment’ district also known 

as the Red Light District. There are many nice bars and restaurants. If you’re looking for a late night out, 

this is the place to be. Although Hiroshima is probably safer at night than any large city in the world, 

don’t imagine that you’re immune from anything.  

 

Mac Feels vaguely like your friend’s wood-paneled basement. More CDs in this bar than in 

most record stores. No cover. 

Midnight Oasis Smoke-free bar, English-speaking bartender, Taka-san, serves up great late-night 

bagel sandwiches!  

Revolucion Popular hangout for foreigners and English-speaking Japanese alike. The owner and 

bartender, Nobu, speaks excellent English and has created one of the best bar 

atmospheres in the city complete with a balcony… and hammock!  

Sam’s Beer This friendly, American-style bar has the best bottled beer selection in  

Café  Hiroshima, and is run by one of the friendliest guys around. Located on Rijo-dori, just 

west across the street from the Hondori streetcar stop, on the second floor. 

 

Southern Kiwi-Aussie-themed bar Southern Cross hosts regular live music events, DJ  

Cross  and theme parties, quiz nights and BBQs. It’s also probably your best bet if you want 

to see Australian or Kiwi sports on a big screen. 
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Bar Ken’s and A popular bar located downtown. Many JETs will often go here after a late night out.  

Tres Marias It’s small, but has a great atmosphere. 

 

GAY BARS 

Cin Cin Thirty-something crowd, cheaper drinks and English speaking barman. Good place to 

get more info on what Hiroshima has to offer. 

Frozen Attracts a similar crowd. A little smaller than PP, but worth a look. 

PP Off Yagenbori, this is one of the three bars where the young, good-looking crowd likes 

to hang out. Much more lively than places like Cin Cin, and the music is quite good. 

The staff is young and very friendly, though some Japanese language may be a 

bonus here. 

Splash Apparently attracts a similar crowd to PP and Frozen. 

NOTE:  Hiroshima is not exactly ‘happening’ when it comes to the alternative scene. Finding a lesbian 

bar in Hiroshima is tricky, but there must be a couple out there! Contact your Stonewall reps 

for more info. Osaka and Tokyo both have gay districts. 

 

 

Dance Clubs 
 

Although dancing is technically illegal in Japan, there are bars where people dance. Your best bet is to 

check the Get Hiroshima map and website and ask around; Chinatown and Mugen often have hip-hop 

and dance shows. For the serious clubber, though, Osaka is your best bet. 

Club Chinatown  Large dancing and live space in Nagarekawa with a lot of DJ and dance events.    

Popular Halloween costume party every year. 

El Barco Always a popular place though it can turn into a ‘meat market’ on the weekend. 

Club G     It’s a cleaner, smaller, more care-free fun sort of like Barco’s. 

Jamaica     Nice club with a mix of music located off of Hondori. 

Mugen Apparently the largest club in the Chugoku area, though that brings some high 

admission prices. Plenty of DJ events. 
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For a better overview of Hiroshima’s sights and nightlife, pick up the free Get Hiroshima map at various 

places around town, usually those frequented by foreigners. There’s also an excellent website at 

www.gethiroshima.com, which has info and reviews of places to go in the city. 

 

 

 

Fitness 
 

Each Hiroshima City ward has a community sports center, as well as several other facilities that are 

open to the public, often for nominal fees. The sports centers are usually equipped with basic training 

equipment, gymnasiums, and a pool. They are cheap and convenient, but they do not always have the 

best of facilities. City facilities offer coupon booklets (回数券 kaisuken). For a comprehensive listing of 

facilities with maps and direct links to monthly schedules, follow the link (Japanese only):  

http://www.sports-or.city.hiroshima.jp/locate/index.html#2 

While the membership fees of most private gyms are probably expensive (average ¥10,000 per month) 

in comparison to what you may be used to, all of them run regular specials, so be sure to inquire about 

discounts when you join. It is far more economical to become a member than pay the casual visitor 

price at most places.  

Green Arena - Hiroshima Prefectural General Physical Education Center  

This is the main prefectural facility for indoor sporting events, and regularly hosts various sports 

competitions as well as music concerts or fairs. There’s also a training room and swimming pool for 

public use. A variety of dance/cardio/aerobics-training classes are also available, but they are in 

Japanese only. 

Location:   Central city, 5-min walk from SOGO Department Store and Hiroshima Bus 

Center 

Pool:  Times vary  

Prices:    Training room is ¥620 /visit.  

There are no permanent memberships. 

Telephone:     082-228-1111 

Hiroshin Big Wave - Higashi Sports Center 

Ice-skating, figure skating, ice hockey and curling are all possible to do here at Hiroshima’s Big Wave. 

In the summer months, this area is an Olympic sized pool but from November to April, everything is on 

the ice. 
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Location:   Hiroshin Big Wave- Higashi-ku Sports Center (next to the “Ushita-Hiroshin Big 

Wave Mae” Astram station) 

Prices:   Adults ¥540, Children ¥260 

Telephone: 082-222-1860 

 

 

Renaissance  

A chain of huge fitness complexes with three locations in Hiroshima City. They cater to every fitness 

need: from rooftop tennis to hip-hop aerobics. Membership includes unlimited use of the training room, 

all aerobics classes and the swimming pool, with full shower/changing facilities. 

Locations: Hiroshima City, Minami-ku, next to Costco 

Hiroshima City, Asaminamiku, near Midorii Station (Kabe Line) 

 Hiroshima City, Naka-ku, near the Takanobashi street car station 

Prices: Casual visit: ¥3,000   Regular Membership: ¥10,000 /month 

Tokyu Sports Oasis 

A full fitness club located on the 16th and 17th floors of the Crystal Plaza Building. Facilities include two 

aerobics studios with a range of classes, including Box Fitness; large cardio training area with 

treadmills, steppers and bikes; a variety of machine weights; limited free weights; and a 25m pool. 

Location: 16F, Crystal Plaza Building, Naka-ku. Opposite the Hokke Club Hotel. 

Prices: ¥10,000  -  ¥20,000 /month 

Telephone: 082-242-1090 

YMCA Sports Center 

Located on the 7th and 8th floors of the YMCA complex in downtown Hiroshima, facilities include a 25m 

pool; a full basketball court; training room with cardio gear, machine weights and limited free weights; 

and an aerobics studio. There are also regular lessons in the pool, from water confidence classes to 

aqua-aerobics. 

Location: Hatchobori, behind the prefectural government buildings 

Prices:  Casual visit: ¥1,000, Full membership: ¥9,000 - ¥20,000 /month 

Telephone: 082-223-8130 
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Movie Theaters 
 

While movies typically come to Japan months after they are released back home, they are usually 

offered in English with Japanese subtitles (although sometimes dubbed as well! Be careful you know 

which version you’re going to!!). Typically around ¥1,800 for a ticket. Special discount days (such as the 

first of the month, Ladies on Wednesdays, or showtimes after 8PM) means you might get lucky and 

only pay ¥1,000. For showtimes, try http://www.gethiroshima.com/cinemas/. 映画広島 (えいがひろし

ま) in Google. 

 

Baltic Wald 11 Located in Soreil AEON Mall (see shopping section). One of the biggest theaters in 

Hiroshima city. 082-561-0600  wald11.com 

Salon Cinema Located above the Tokyu Hands Department Store on Kamiyacho-Higashi, take the 

elevators next to the main entrance. You’ll fall in love with this place. Comfy couch 

chairs and a ton of leg room. Worth the inflated cost of the Japanese movie ticket! 

Only two screens, however. 082-962-7772 http://johakyu.co.jp/ 

TOHO Midorii Located in the Midorii Fuji Grand shopping complex (accessible by the JR Kabe Line, 

or bus). Another large movie complex, although a bit out of the way from downtown 

Hiroshima. 082-831-8060   · hlo.tohotheater.jp 

109 Cinemas Located by Shin-Inokuchi Station and Alpark, it is a large theatre with current 

movies. 082-501-3103 109cinemas.net 

 

Doctors 

 

English-speaking Doctors (Recommended by JETs) 

 

General Practice Doi Clinic 

Address: Kamiya-cho 1-1-17, MID Building 2F 

Tel: 082-242-7878 

 

Dermatology  Doi Clinic 

    Address: Ushita 1-1-25, Higashi-ku 

    Tel: 082-211-0007 

 

Dermatology  Numata Dermatology and Allergy Clinic 

and Allergies  Address: Nobori-cho 13-4, Matsuda Building 2F 

Tel: 082-227-4412 

http://www.gethiroshima.com/cinemas/
http://maps.google.co.jp/local_url?dq=%E6%98%A0%E7%94%BB%E9%A4%A8&q=http://wald11.com/&ved=0CF4Q5AQ&sa=X&ei=vRGQU__QKsmk8wW7gYKYBQ&s=ANYYN7k56hXGu5WRkFOJXb7Wj38C3FS7Ow
http://maps.google.co.jp/local_url?dq=%E6%98%A0%E7%94%BB%E9%A4%A8&q=http://wald11.com/&ved=0CF4Q5AQ&sa=X&ei=vRGQU__QKsmk8wW7gYKYBQ&s=ANYYN7k56hXGu5WRkFOJXb7Wj38C3FS7Ow
http://johakyu.co.jp/
http://maps.google.co.jp/local_url?dq=%E5%BA%83%E5%B3%B6%E7%9C%8C%E5%BA%83%E5%B3%B6%E5%B8%82%E5%AE%89%E4%BD%90%E5%8D%97%E5%8C%BA%E7%B7%91%E4%BA%95%EF%BC%91%E2%88%92%EF%BC%95%E2%88%92%EF%BC%92+%EF%BC%B4%EF%BC%AF%EF%BC%A8%EF%BC%AF%E3%82%B7%E3%83%8D%E3%83%9E%E3%82%BA%E7%B7%91%E4%BA%95&q=http://hlo.tohotheater.jp/net/schedule/019/TNPI2000J01.do&ved=0CBAQ5AQ&sa=X&ei=zBKQU6f2OsKV8AXK1YHYAw&s=ANYYN7nqXU3TnBU7sGheHA45lnaIgcXj4g
http://109cinemas.net/hiroshima/
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Ob/Gyn  Kohno Clinic 

    Address: Ono Building 5F (next to Sunmall) 

    Tel: 082-242-1505 

 

General Hospital Tsuchiya General Hospital 

including Ob/Gyn Address: Naka-ku Nakashima-cho 3-30 

   Centrally located opposite the Peace Park Museum along Peace Blvd Heiwa Dori 

Tel: 082-243-9191 

 

Ophthalmic  Central Ophthalmic Clinic  

(Optometrist/Ophthalmologist – Dr. Michiko Tari speaks fluent English only there 

on M/W/F mornings, walk-ins only) 

Address: Kamiya-cho. 8F of Sogo Bus Center Building, behind the glasses store 

Tel: 082-225-3313 

 

Immunization  Hiroshima Health Welfare Center* 

and Vaccination Address: Minami-ku 1chome 6-29 

Tel: 082-254-7111 

*Note: Good place to stop before trips abroad! It offers vaccinations for cholera, hepatitis… you 

name it! It works on an appointment basis so please book first. Only open Wednesdays from 1-

3pm so plan ahead! 

 

Plastic Surgeon  Okayama Keisei Gaika 

Address: Hatchobori 11-18, Hatchobori Hirai Building 4F 

Tel: 082-511-2211 

 

Places of Worship 

 

Churches 

 

Memorial Cathedral for World Peace (Catholic)  

Every Sunday 2:30 pm, English Mass,  

Contact: (082) 221-0621, http://www.nobori-cho-catholic.com/ (Japanese) 

Directions: 5 minute walk north from “Kanayama-cho” streetcar stop. 

Mitaki Green Chapel  (Assembly of God)  

Every Sunday,10:30 am Japanese service, translators available; 1:30 pm English service 

Contact: (082) 237-2823, http://www.mitakigc.com/English_index.html 

Directions: 5 minute walk up the hill from Mitaki Station (Kabe Line) 

http://www.qq.pref.hiroshima.jp/qq/qq34egijlt.asp?gyoumu_id=QQ34EGMPSR&gyoumu_mei=Search+by+location&kikan_cd=1340040060
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Jesus Fellowship  (Pentecostal)  

10 am Japanese service, interpretation available    

Contact: (082) 241-8957 and ask for Bronwyn, http://www.jfhsanbi.com/pcindex.html (Japanese) 

Directions: located near Peace Park, south of Astral Plaza 

Asaminami Bilingual Chapel ABC (Protestant, Evangelical Free Church) 

Bilingual service Saturdays 4pm, café time 3:40-3:55pm 

Contact: 082-225-7704, abchiroshima@gmail.com, http://www.abchiroshima.net/ or Facebook 

Directions: northeast of JR Furuichibashi Station 

Hiroshima Community Church  (Protestant)  

3 pm Japanese service (occasionally bilingual message) 

Contact: Dan & Ruth Johnson at (082) 928-8071 for further information, http://itsukaichi-

bc.seesaa.net/category/21109475-1.html 

Directions: take a bus to north Itsukaichi  

*There is also a Chapel for The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints in the city, which welcomes foreign 

members and has translation available. 

 

Hiroshima Jewish Network 

 
"Shalom Aliechem".  Welcome to Hiroshima! 

There is a Jewish community, small but dedicated, in the Chugoku Area at the Iwakuni military base. 

The community has been practicing for several years. It is a reform community, and anyone who 

wishes to practice Judaism is welcome to join. The group meets often and makes it a point to observe 

major holidays. Do not worry if you cannot read Hebrew or do not have a strong religious background; 

the most important thing is that you feel as though you have a place to worship and celebrate together 

with other people. 

For those interested in joining the group, please contact the station chapel at: 858-577-7368. 

The Jewish Community of Japan, based in Tokyo and Kobe, also has more information at jccjapan.or.jp. 

Also, please try the AJET Jewish Network to find other Jewish JETs. 
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